Hundred* Thousand Rides A Day
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FOSDEM 2019
I come from OpenStreetMap
And it has a problem
We paint a map of yesterday
* okay, 50 thousand
OSRM Matching
How do I improve OSM?
120 rides broken by reversing streets
1. Lyft (and Uber) uses OSM and has a dedicated mappers team.

2. Even they do not have recent sources.
What is recent enough?
one day old
dockerized
permitted
Sources ≠ Traced Map
Add Lanes to Major Roads
NSW

INSTRUCTIONS
This way is part of a major highway, but does not have a lanes tag. Please add this tag indicating the number of travel lanes.

Optional comment

Edit

✓ Not an Issue  ❯ Skip
Other Ideas

- Highway classification
- Oneway or twoway?
- Missing turn restrictions
- Speed limits
- ???
Companies rely on money
Open source relies on you
Working for a company / government?

Help them open geodata or code
Thanks!
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